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Performance Audit in public sectors refers to a form that has been shaped 
when government audit has developed to a certain stage. It is a process that the 
independent institution and its staff objective system audit the economic, 
efficiency and effectiveness of public sectors. Its aim is to investigate and 
evaluate the transparency of the public management, improve the public service 
and to offer information for the related policy decision sectors that they will 
supervise and take redressing measure. In west countries, Performance Audit has 
a forceful tool that reforms the government and improves the management of the 
public sectors. While Performance Audit in China is just starting in sprout. The 
present study is of great importance in that it, through the assimilation and 
introduction of the advanced theories, methods and technologies from western 
developed countries and the avoidance of errors made by them, builds up a 
Performance Audit system in public sectors with Chinese characteristics by 
picking and choosing the traditional financial audit. The thesis consists of three 
parts. 
 The first part introduces the theory of Performance Audit. Firstly, it 
analyzes the intention of Performance Audit in public sectors from different 
countries’ comparative definitions and the related definitions crosswise analysis, 
and sets forth the significance and function of Performance Audit. Second, it 
analyzes the developing process of Performance Audit. Lastly, it concludes the 
reasons for the rise of Performance Audit in public sectors. 
In the second part, the thesis elaborates on the operational course of 
performance audit. which is also the practical link. This part deals with the 
general norm、basic procedure, technology and method. Then the thesis analyzes 
the difficulties in practice of Performance Audit in public sectors. 














which is the starting point and logical destination of this thesis. This part 
analyzes the restricted factors of Performance Audit in china. Then it elaborates 
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